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Abstract—This paper presents a signal processing technique
for segmenting short speech utterances into unvoiced and voiced
sections and identifying points where the spectrum becomes
steady. The segmentation process is part of a system for deriving
musculoskeletal articulation data from disordered utterances,
in order to provide training feedback. The functioning of the
signal processing technique has been optimized by selecting the
parameters of the model. The optimization has been carried
out by testing and comparing multiple Differential Evolution
implementations, including a standard one, a memetic one,
and a controlled randomized one. Numerical results have also
been compared with a famous and efficient swarm intelligence
algorithm. For the given problem, Differential Evolution schemes
appear to display a very good performance as they can quickly
reach a high quality solution. The binomial crossover appears,
for the given problem, beneficial with respect to the exponential
one. The controlled randomization appears to be the best choice
in this case. The overall optimized system proved to segment well
the speech utterances and efficiently detect its uninteresting parts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Differential Evolution (DE) is a simple algorithm that
displays, despite a modest effort for programming and tuning
it, a very good performance of a wide variety of optimization
problems, see [1] and [2]. For this reason, DE has been
used in many real-world applications ranging from control
engineering, see [3], to image processing, see [4]. One of the
first application domains for DE has been signal processing and
more specifically the design of a digital filter, see [5]. Many
other studies have shown the efficiency of this algorithmic
structure in handling these problems, as shown in [6], [7],
and [8]. A comparative study focussing on the capability of
DE schemes of handling non-standard filter design problems
has been presented in [9].
Since, as shown in [2], [10], [11], and [12], DE is char-
acterized by a limited amount of search moves, modifications
of the original scheme can lead to a performance enhance-
ment. These modifications, in some cases, are not major in
terms of programming effort but can still lead to significant
improvements, see [13] and [14]. A popular modification of
the original DE scheme consists of hybridisation with local
search, often coordinated by adaptive rules. By means of
this hybridisation, modern implementations based on DE but
tailored to specific filter design problems for defect detection
in paper production are given in [15], [16], and [17]. The most
recent studies on this topic use improved/modified versions of
DE for classical filter design problems, such as the design of
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response
(IIR) filters, see [18], or modified DE based schemes to
address advanced engineering problems such as the design
of two-channel quadrature mirror filters with linear phase
characteristics, see [19].
By following this trend, in this paper several DE variants
are applied to speech segmentation. This is the first stage in a
system, now in development, that can predict musculoskeletal
articulation of the vocal tract from disordered speech. Articu-
lation prediction could be used within systems that help speech
disorder patients train themselves, in addition to the help they
receive from professional therapists. The present study follows
on from an earlier study where a library of 3-dimensional
representations of vocal articulation were demonstrated as a
useful training resource [20]. With articulation prediction it is
possible to animate these representations precisely according
to the detailed nature of the disorder.
For a training process to be effective the predicted articu-
lation should respond to small changes in the disordered utter-
ance so the patient can know whether they are progressing in
a useful way. Therefore the speech analysis component should
be sensitive to small changes, and also able to characterise the
articulations accurately across a wide variety of voice types.
By contrast speech recognition systems are required only to
find the most likely text matching a sound, not to evaluate the
quality of utterance. Speech recognition is aided by the context
present in a string of sounds. In the proposed disordered speech
training system the patient is requested to speak only short
utterances. Currently we are considering sounds of the form
vowel - consonant - vowel. The leading vowel sound is added
to make it easier to pronounce the following part. In order to
extract structured information from the sound the utterance is
first segmented by isolating the unvoiced and voiced sections
of the final consonant - vowel, and also identifying the point
where the vowel spectrum becomes steady. To evaluate an
automated segmentation it is compared with a segmentation
prepared by hand that is considered optimal. DE is used to opti-
mise over the parameter spaces of the segmentation methods. A
variety of derived signals are used in the segmentation process:
Performing a good segmentation is not straightforward, hence
the application of DE.
The remainder of this article is organized in the following
way. Section II describes the speech model and the signal
processing algorithms for the extraction of the speech features
that are relevant to this study. These features are used for the
identification of the three sections of the disordered speech i.e
silence, unvoiced and steady state. Finally, Section II states
the optimization problems investigated in this paper. Section
III briefly illustrates the optimization algorithms considered in
this study. Section IV displays the numerical result obtained by
the various algorithmic frameworks considered in this paper.
Finally, section V summarizes the findings of this study and
gives the conclusions.
II. SPEECH FEATURES
The three sections of the disordered speech are identified
using four features extracted from the speech. These features
are: energy, zero crossing count rate (ZCCR), linear predictive
coding (LPC) coefficients and autocorrelation coefficients at
unit sample delay [21]. Since the steady states of interest are
those within certain voiced sections of the disordered speech,
some of the features that characterizes normal voiced speech
were exploited for identification of the steady states.
A. DC removal and pre-emphasis
Prior to the analysis for the extraction of any of these
features from the speech, the speech signal is preprocessed.
the DC offset was removed by subtracting the mean of the
speech signal from each of the speech samples as shown in
(2). The DC offset removal is vital for correct determination
of ZCCR of each frame. The DC offset removal is done
over the entire speech signal not frame by frame. After the
DC removal, the high frequency components of the speech
were emphasized using a high pass finite impulse response
(FIR) filter shown in (3). The high frequency components
were emphasized (bursted) in order to compensate for the
de-emphasis (attenuation) of the high frequency components
that took place in the glottis during voiced speech production
[22]. The pre-emphasis flatten the speech signal spectrally thus
reducing the large dynamic range of the speech spectrum by
adding a zero to the spectrum. The flattening allow LPC to
model all formants equally well.
Mean =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
x(n) (1)
s(n) = x(n)−Mean, n = 0, 1, 2....N − 1 (2)
where: x is speech with DC offset, s speech without DC offset
and N is the number of samples of the speech signal.
H(z) = 1− 0.95z−1 (3)
B. Short time energy
The short time energy is the energy computed for each
frame using (4). This quantity is defined as the sum of the
square of the speech samples in a frame [23] while the short
time power is the average of the short time energy (5). The
energy of unvoiced speech is greater than energy of silence but
less than the energy of steady states. The frame size (window)
in this research is 10ms for a sampling frequency of 16 MHz.
Ei =
L−1∑
n=0
si(n)
2 (4)
Pi =
1
L
L−1∑
n=0
si(n)
2 (5)
Where Pi and Ei are the short time power and energy of
frame i respectively, si is speech samples of frame i and L is
the number of samples per frame.
C. Zero crossing count rate
The zero crossing count rate (ZCCR) is the number of
times the speech signal changes sign. Is the measure of the
frequency at which the energy is concentrated in the signal
spectrum. The ZCCR is computed frame by frame hence it is
referred to as short time ZCCR. Voiced speech is produced
due to excitation or vibration of the vocal tract by periodic
flow of air at the glottis and often have low ZCCR compare to
unvoiced speech [24]. Silence has lower ZCCR than unvoiced
but quite comparable to voiced speech. The ZCCR is calculated
using (6) after removing the DC offset [25].
ZCCRi =
L−2∑
n=0
|sign(si(n))− sign(si(n+ 1))|
2
(6)
Where ZCCRi = ZCCR of frame i.
D. Normalized autocorrelation coefficient at unit sample delay
This is the measure of the correlation between two con-
secutive or adjacent speech samples. Since voiced speech is
characterized with high concentration of low frequency energy,
adjacent samples of voiced speech signal are highly correlated,
thus this parameter is close to 1 for voiced speech. The
concentration of high frequency energy in unvoiced speech,
makes adjacent samples uncorrelated, hence the normalized
unit delay autocorrelation is close to zero or negative [26].
The normalized autocorrelation at unit sample delay is given
by (7).
NCi =
∑L
n=1 si(n)si(n− 1)√∑L
n=1 si(n)
2
∑L−1
n=0 si(n)
2
(7)
where NCi is the normalized autocorrelation coefficient of
frame i at unit sample delay.
E. Steady states detection
Steady states refer to the sections of the disordered speech
just after the unvoiced section in which the average rate of
change of the formants is fairly constant within a given thresh-
old for at least 0.08s (8 frames). In order to locate the steady
states, each speech frame is windowed using the Hamming
window to reduce the spectral leakage due to discontinuities
and to enhance the convergence of the Durbin’s algorithm for
computation of the LPC coefficients [27]. LPC was used to
obtain 13 LPC coefficients for each windowed frame. LPC
model the vocal tract as an all poles filter of which the formants
frequencies can be inferred from the LPC coefficients. The
first, second and third formants frequencies were obtained from
the resonance frequency of the vocal tract filter model. Since
spectral transition plays an important role in this research,
we obtain the first derivative of the formants frequencies and
compute the sum of the absolute values of the derivatives. The
derivatives obtained directly from the formants frequencies are
quite noisy, to filter the noise, the derivatives were obtained via
polynomial approximation. A second order polynomial is fit
into the trajectory of each of the three formants, the derivative
is obtained using (8). To set the decision metric, the absolute
sum of the formant derivative is normalized, and the weighted
mean and standard deviation were used to set the threshold as
depicted by (9)
δ(n,m) =
∑q
p=−q f(n,m+ p)p∑q
p=−q p2
(8)
> = αµ + βσr (9)
Where: n = 1, 2 and 3 (number of formants used), m =
1,2,3,4....Number of frames, δ is the derivative, q is set to 3
in this research which gives a good approximation and not too
long delay. The fitting width=2q + 1 introduce q frames of
delay. > is the decision threshold while µ and σ are the mean
and standard deviation of the normalized formant derivative.
The weights α, β, and r have been obtained by using multiple
variants of DE algorithms as discussed in section III.
F. Voice activity detection (VAD)
Silence refer to regions without voice activity. To isolate
silence regions from voice activity sections (unvoiced, voiced),
we use two speech features i.e the short time power (5) and
short time average ZCCR (10). Since we don’t have prior
knowledge of signal to noise ratio of the various speech
signals, we consider the first ten frames (0.1s) as noise. The
mean and variance of equation (11) were computed for the
first ten frames which are used to set the decision threshold as
depicted in 12. If the value obtain from equation (11) for any
frame falls below the threshold, the frame will be considered
as silence or noise.
AZCCRi =
1
L
L−2∑
n=0
|sign(si(n))− sign(si(n+ 1))|
2
(10)
V ADi = Pi(1 − AZZCRi)ϕ (11)
ST = aη + bρ
c (12)
where: Pi and AZCCRi are the short time power and
average ZCCR of frame i respectively, L is number of samples
per frame while ϕ is a constant set at 1000 just to avoid having
very small value for V ADi. ST is the silence threshold, η and
ρ are mean and variance of equation (11) for the first ten
frames. The weights a, b and c are obtained using multiple
variants of DE algorithms as discussed in section III.
G. Unvoiced detection
Three features are used for unvoiced detection, these are:
autocorrelation at unit sample delay, energy and ZCCR. There
are three independent thresholds, one for each of the features.
A speech segment is considered as unvoiced if it satisfy the
three constrains set by the thresholds as described in Fig. 1.
The thresholds are set by weighting the long time information
of these three features as shown in (13), (14) and (15). The
average energy, ZCCR and unit delay autocorrelation (short
time information) of the speech segment to be classified are
compared with the thresholds for decision making.
AT = µa + γ%
ξ (13)
ZT = τµz (14)
ET = κµe (15)
Where µa and % are the mean and standard deviation of unit
sample delay autocorrelation of the speech signal obtain from
(7). µz and µe are the mean of ZCCR and energy respectively.
AT , ZT and ET are the thresholds for unit delay correlation,
ZCCR and energy respectively. The weights τ , κ, γ and ξ are
obtained using multiple variants of DE algorithms as discussed
in section III.
NCi is the normalized autocorrelation coefficient at unit
sample delay of frame i obtain using (7). For the other
thresholds (ZT and ET ) to be considered, the NC of the first
three consecutive frames (30ms) of the disordered speech must
be ≤ AT to mark the beginning of the unvoiced segment.
This choice gives a more promising results after several trials
and observations seen from the plots of NC of the disordered
speeches. After this, the NC of two consecutive frames NCi
and NCi+1 will be compared with AT and if at least one
1: i = 1
2: while i <(Number of frames)−1 do
3: First Frame = i
4: if NCi ≤ AT and NCi+1 ≤ AT and NCi+2 ≤ AT
then
5: while NCi ≤ AT or NCi+1 ≤ AT do
6: i = i+ 1
7: end while
8: Last Frame = i
9: ZMean = Mean of ZCCR of frames from
First Frame to Last Frame
10: EMean = Mean of energies of frames from
First Frame to Last Frame
11: if ZMean ≥ ZT and EMean ≥ ET then
12: Frames from First Frame to Last Frame are
unvoiced segment
13: else
14: Frames from First Frame to Last Frame are
Not unvoiced segment
15: end if
16: else
17: i = i+ 1
18: end if
19: end while
Fig. 1. Unvoiced segments detection decision algorithms
of them is ≤ AT , frame i will be included in the segment
list otherwise the segment list is terminated. Finally, The
thresholds ZT and ET are applied on the segment to qualify
it as unvoiced or not.
The optimization problem is the minimization of the Av-
erage Percentage Error (APE) of misclassification of the three
sections (silence, unvoiced and steady state) of the disordered
speech by proper setting of a well generalized and robust
thresholds. The DE algorithms are used to tune the parameters
α, β, and r for steady state detection, a, b and c for silence
and τ , κ, γ and ξ for unvoiced. The tuning aims at minimizing
(16) for each of the section which is our objective function.
The problem is modelled as three independent objective func-
tions optimisation problem. The APE consists of the sum of
misdetection and false alarm given by (16). Each variable
in the dimension has a different decision space. For steady
state detection, the decision space of α, β, and r are [0.1 1],
[0.01 0.3] and [0.01 0.6] respectively, for silence detection a,
b and c are constrained within [0.04 1], [0.07 8] and [0.02 1]
respectively while for unvoiced detection, τ , κ, γ and ξ are
constrained within [0.25 3], [0.01 0.1], [0.2 1] and [1.2 7].
respectively.
APEi =
Mi + Fai
Nf
(16)
where APEi is for i = 1 silence, for i = 2 unvoiced and for
i = 3 steady state. Mi is the total number of frames belonging
to i which were not detected (miss detection) i.e classified as
not belonging to i, Fai is the number of frames which do not
belong to i but were classified as belonging to i (false alarm).
Nf is the total number of frames. The total number of frames
used in this study is 3690 obtained from five spoken disordered
speech signal using a frame size of 10ms.
The problem studied in this paper consists of minimizing
APEi, ∀i.
1: Generate an initial population of Np individuals
2: Evaluate fitness of each solution in population
Np
3: while termination condition is not met do
4: for each xi in Np do
5: Generate provisional offspring x′off by
mutation
6: Generate offspring xoff by crossover
7: Evaluate fitness of xoff
8: Make a note whether xi or xoff has a
better performance
9: end for
10: for each xi in Np do
11: Perform all the replacements by choosing
the best between parent offspring
12: end for
13: end while
Fig. 2. Differential Evolution
III. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
This section briefly describes the implementation details
of the optimization algorithms under consideration used to
address the three optimization problems above. In order to
clarify the notation, let us indicate with x the generic vector
of the function APEi (x). The general DE scheme, see [28],
characterized by a population that is progressively perturbed
and updated, is summarized in the Fig. 2.
In this study, the following DE variants have been consid-
ered.
A. DE/rand/1/bin and DE/rand/1/exp
The two basic DE variants, see [28] namely DE/rand/1/bin
and DE/rand/1/exp have been used. Both these variants gen-
erate the provisional offspring by means of the DE/rand/1
mutation, that is the following formula:
x′off = xt + F · (xr − xs) (17)
where xt, xr and xs are three randomly selected individuals of
the population such that xt 6= xr 6= xs. In the bin variant, each
variable in xi is exchanged with provisional offspring with
probability Cr, which is called crossover rate. More precisely,
binomial crossover is done by following formula:
xoff [j] =
{
xi,off [j] if (U(0, 1) ≤ Cr or j = jrand)
xi[j] otherwise
(18)
where j is index of gene being selected and U(0, 1) is
a uniformly distributed random number. The bin stands for
binomial as that would be the distribution shape from which
the points are sampled.
The exp variant makes use of the so-called exponential
crossover. This operator copies a section of the genes of the
parent into the offspring until a sequence of random numbers
is smaller than a threshold Cr. Implementation details are
reported in Fig. 3.
1: xoff = xi
2: generate j = round (n · rand (0, 1))
3: xoff [j] = xi,off [j]
4: k = 1
5: while rand (0, 1) ≤ Cr AND k < n do
6: xoff [j] = xi,off [j]
7: j = j + 1
8: if j == n then
9: j = 1
10: end if
11: k = k + 1
12: end while
Fig. 3. Exponential crossover
1: xold = x0
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: δ[i] = α
(
xU [i]− xL[i]
)
(α ∈ ]0, 1])
4: i← i+ 1
5: end for
6: while stop condition not met do
7: for i = 1 : n do
8: xtrial[i] = xs[i]− δ[i]
9: if f (xtrial) ≤ f (xs) then
10: xs = xtrial
11: else
12: xtrial[i] = xs[i] + δ2
13: if f (xtrial) ≤ f (xs) then
14: xs ← xtrial
15: end if
16: end if
17: i← i+ 1
18: end for
19: if f (xs) == f (xold) then
20: δ ← δ
2
21: end if
22: end while
23: Output xs
Fig. 4. Short Distance Exploration
B. Super-fit DE
One of the most efficient ways to hybridise a DE scheme
with a local search is the application of the super-fit logic,
see [16]. This idea consists of applying the local search to
a solution and injecting the improved solution in the initial
DE population. This logic appeared promising in various
contexts, displaying a good performance on test functions as
well as control engineering and image processing problems,
see [16]. Furthermore, the generation of a super-fit individual
appeared beneficial also for compact DE structures, see [29].
When an individual with high performance is injected into the
population, the DE scheme is led by it and quickly improves
upon the super-fit, thus generating a new best individual.
In this paper, the initial local search is performed by the
so-called Short Distance Exploration or simply S algorithm,
see [30], [31], and [32]. The S algorithm is a simple greedy
local search that performs moves along the axes and halves its
radius when it is unable to detect a better solution. For the sake
of clarity the working principles of S are briefly illustrated in
Fig. 4.
C. jDE
The jDE scheme is a popular way to enhance upon DE
performance with a very modest programming effort, see [33].
The jDE algorithm employs an ingenious to enhance the pool
of DE search moves, simply including a certain degree of
randomization into the original framework, see [2]. In jDE,
the values of mutation and crossover are encoded within each
individual. For example the generic individual xi will be
composed of
xi = (xi[1], xi[2], . . . , xi[n], Fi, Cri) . (19)
Hence, the offspring generation is generated, for each
individual, with the parameters Fi and Cri belonging to its
parent. In addition these parameters are periodically refreshed
on the basis of the following randomized criterion:
Fi =
{
Fl + Furand1, if rand2 < τ1
Fi, otherwise
(20)
CRi =
{
rand3, if rand4 < τ2
CRi, otherwise
(21)
where randj , j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are uniform pseudo-random
values between 0 and 1; τ1 and τ2 are constant values which
represent the probabilities that parameters are updated, Fl and
Fu are constant values which represent the minimum value
that F could take and the maximum variable contribution to
F , respectively.
D. Comprehensive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization
In order to have for reference comparison an algorithm that
is not based on a DE framework, the Comprehensive Learning
Particle Swarm Optimization (CLPSO), see [34], has also been
taken into account. This swarm intelligence algorithm perturbs
its particle by updating the velocity by means of the following
formula:
vt+1k = φ1v
t
k + φ2U
(
xtlb−f − xti
)
(22)
where U is an n × n random matrix and xtlb−f is a het-
erogeneous vector composed, along each design variable, of
local best design variables. In order to determine (select)
each xtlb−f [i] value, a probabilistic procedure is implemented.
For each design variable, a random number is generated and
compared with a threshold value Pc. If it is higher then,
for the corresponding design variable, the local best particle
is followed. If it is lower then two local best particles are
randomly selected from the swarm and their fitness value
compared. The winning particle donates the corresponding
design variable to xtlb−f . Regarding the setting of Pc, in [34]
an empirical rule has been proposed. For each particle i, a
Pc−i value is calculated by the following expression:
Pc−i = 0.05 + 0.45
e
10(i−1)
SS−1 − 1
(e10 − 1) (23)
where SS is the swarm size (number of particles). Finally,
when the velocity has been calculated, the position of the
particle id updated by the standard PSO formula:
xt+1k = x
t
k + v
t+1
k . (24)
IV. RESULTS
In order to minimize the three APEi functions, the algo-
rithms listed above have been run for 30 independent runs.
Each run has been continued with a budget of 4000 fitness
evaluations for each objective function APEi. The population
size for all the algorithms included in this study has been set
to 20 individuals. The parameters used by each algorithm have
been set after a manual tuning. The following parameters have
been used.
• DE/rand/1/bin has been run with F = 0.3 and Cr =
0.1
• DE/rand/1/exp has been run with F = 0.3 and Cr =
0.1
• the super-fit implementations of the two DE variants
above, namely S/DE/bin and S/DE/exp, have been run
with the same parameter setting of the original DE
versions but allowing 20% of the total budget to the
initial local search and initial radius rate α = 0.4.
• jDE/rand/1/bin and jDE/rand/1/exp have been run with
Fl = 0.1 and Fu = 0.9, τ1 = 0.1 and τ2 = 0.1.
• CLPSO has been run with C1 = 0.3, C2 = 0.4,
Vmax = 0.3 ∗ (Max(Range) − Min(Range)),
Vmin = −Vmax, Wmax = Max(Range), Wmin =
Min(Range), Range is the decision space of the
variables as described in section II-G.
Table I shows the numerical results in terms of error for
silence, unvoiced and steady state detection. Obviously, a null
error would mean that the detection of these features was
perfectly performed. The final results of each algorithm have
been averaged over the available 30 runs. The related standard
deviation values are also shown. Since the jDE/rand/1/bin
displayed the best performance, it has been taken as a reference
for the Wilcoxon test [35]. A “+” indicates that jDE/rand/1/bin
significantly outperforms the other algorithm while “=” in-
dicates that the there is no outperformance. There are no
cases in this experimental setup where jDE/rand/1/bin was
outperformed. It is interesting to note that the jDE/rand/1/bin
and some of the DE variants achieve many different solutions
that have the same best fitness function performance.
TABLE I. TEST RESULTS WITH JDE BIN AS REFERENCE
Algorithms Silence Unvoiced Steady State
APE STD APE STD APE STD
DE/rand/1/bin 0.0794 (0.0002+) 0.0077 (0.0000=) 0.1263 (0.0000=)
DE/rand/1/exp 0.0802 (0.0004+) 0.0077 (0.0000=) 0.1266 (0.0002+)
S/DE/bin 0.0794 (0.0002+) 0.0077 (0.0000=) 0.1263 (0.0001=)
S/DE/exp 0.0802 (0.0004+) 0.0077 (0.0000=) 0.1265 (0.0002+)
jDE/rand/1/bin 0.0793 (0.0000) 0.0077 (0.0000) 0.1263 (0.0000)
jDE/rand/1/exp 0.0802 (0.0003+) 0.0077 (0.0000=) 0.1266 (0.0002+)
CLPSO 0.0817 (0.0012+) 0.0084 (0.0011+) 0.1264 (0.0001+)
As shown in Table I, jDErand/1/bin outperforms all the
other algorithms in silence detection. For unvoiced detection,
the performance of jDErand/1/bin is the same as other DE
variants implemented, with CLPSO having the least perfor-
mance. For steady stead detection, jDErand/1/bin perform
equally well just as the other DE variants with binomial
crossover but outperform CLPSO. For this problem, binomial
crossover outperforms its exponential crossover variant for
the same algorithm with reference to silence and steady state
detection; but the two crossovers (binomial and exponential),
perform equally well for unvoiced detection. On the basis
of our tests and interpretation of the problem features, the
unvoiced detection was a fairly easy problem with a strong
basin of attraction. The other two optimization problems
appeared more challenging. From Table I, the APE for silence
detection using DE/rand/1/bin and jDE/rand/1/bin are 0.0794
and 0.0793 respectively. There is a difference between these
APEs depending on the number of frames, for few frames
the difference is insignificant but for large number of frames
(in millions) the difference is significant. Also, these values (
0.0794 and 0.0793) are average over 30 runs and the standard
deviation for jDE/rand/1/bin is 0.0000 which shows that it
converge to the same error (APE) for the 30 independent
runs while DE/rand/1/bin have a standard deviation of 0.0002.
It must be remarked that the total budget allocated to each
algorithm was fairly modest due to the high computational
cost of each function call (approx 0.4 seconds on a modern
computer). The DE based schemes appeared more efficient for
this problem than the CLPSO to quickly achieve a solution
with a high performance. According to our observation, in
order to achieve better results CLPSO would have required
a longer budget.
The best solution detected by jDE/rand/1/bin contains the
following parameters. For silence a = 2.1130, b = 0.1231
and c = 0.2362. For unvoiced τ = 2.0097, κ = 0.0224, γ =
0.2604, and ξ = 5.0677. For steady state α = 0.1618, β =
0.0395, and r = 0.2490.
In order to illustrate the physical meaning of this study,
the effect of the best solution on a short speech utterance
is illustrated in Fig. 5 with reference to a signal used in
the database for error identification during the optimization
(training set). More specifically, in the first subplot of Fig. 5
the silence detections are highlighted. It can easily be observed
that the proposed system efficiently distinguishes from silence
to non-silence sections of the signal. The second subplot shows
the detection of unvoiced sections (dashed line) and the steady
states (continuous line). Clearly the unvoiced sections of the
signal are identified. It can be observed that, as expected, the
areas between dashed beams are aperiodic. Also the steady
state detection reliably identifies the end of the informative
part of the speech. The third subplot shows the normalized
trajectory of the average of the absolute rate of change (first
derivative) of the first three formants obtained from (8) (thin
line). The threshold that set the decision metric for steady
states obtained using the optimization best solution is given
by the thick horizontal line. The normalized trajectory and the
threshold are used to identify the steady states, marked with
dash lines. The positions of the steady states identified on the
normalized formant derivative are also marked on the speech
waveform as depicted on the second subplot with thick vertical
lines. The optimized best solution does well on the training
speech as well as the validation speech.
Fig. 6 shows how the tuned system can perform an efficient
segmentation on a speech utterance that was not in the training
set (validation set). It can be seen that although the speech
belongs to a different person and is derived from a female
voice, unlike the training set that was composed of male voice
speeches, the segmentation is reliable and precise. The same
Fig. 5. Speech utterance belonging to the training set.
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Fig. 6. Speech utterance belonging to the validation set.
best solution would return a high fitness score also in this case.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a segmentation system, tuned by a
Differential Evolution framework, for speech utterances. This
segmentation system is part of a platform under development
whose role is to support people affected by speech impair-
ments. The proposed segmentation system detects silence,
unvoiced, and steady state sections of the speech, thus iso-
lating the most informative part of the signal. This operation
corresponds to the solution of three optimization problems. In
order to tackle this problem six implementations of Differential
Evolutions have been tested and compared. In addition, as a
reference a popular swarm intelligence algorithm has also be
included in this study. Numerical results show that Differential
Evolution can efficiently solve this problem, especially when
it employs binomial crossover and a controlled randomization
of its parameters. The resulting system appears efficient and
robust also when speech utterances not considered in the
training phase are examined.
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